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Abstract: Accurate determination of skeletal maturation indicators is crucial in the orthodontic
process. Chronologic age is not a reliable skeletal maturation indicator, thus physicians use bone age.
In orthodontics, the treatment timing depends on Cervical Vertebral Maturation (CVM) assessment.
Determination of CVM degree remains challenging due to the limited annotated dataset, the existence
of significant irrelevant areas in the image, the huge intra-class variances, and the high degree
of inter-class similarities. To address this problem, researchers have started looking for external
information beyond current available medical datasets. This work utilizes the domain knowledge
from radiologists to train neural network models that can be utilized as a decision support system.
We proposed a novel supervised learning method with a multi-scale attention mechanism, and we
incorporated the general diagnostic patterns of medical doctors to classify lateral X-ray images as six
CVM classes. The proposed network highlights the important regions, surpasses the irrelevant part
of the image, and efficiently models long-range dependencies. Employing the attention mechanism
improves both the performance and interpretability. In this work, we used additive spatial and
channel attention modules. Our proposed network consists of three branches. The first branch
extracts local features, and creates attention maps and related masks, the second branch uses the
masks to extract discriminative features for classification, and the third branch fuses local and global
features. The result shows that the proposed method can represent more discriminative features,
therefore, the accuracy of image classification is greater in comparison to in backbone and some
attention-based state-of-the-art networks.

Keywords: machine learning; deep learning; attention mechanism; convolutional neural network;
cervical vertebra maturation; supervised learning

1. Introduction

Accurate determination of skeletal maturation indicators is crucial. As chronologic
age is not a reliable indicator for skeletal maturation, physicians use bone age as an
indicator. Generally, bone age assessment using the classical radiographic manual methods
is performed in two main ways: the hand-wrist radiograph method (HWM) [1,2], and
cervical vertebral maturation (CVM) degree [3]. The first method has been used as a gold
standard in the assessment of skeletal maturation for many decades, but presents several
issues such as the additional X-ray exposure, the time spent and experience required, and
the sexual dimorphism and ethnic polymorphism in morphological modifications. Since
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cephalometric radiography usually is used in orthodontic processes, by using the second
method, the radiation dose can be reduced and the cost and time can be decreased.

CVM stages can be estimated by the morphological description of vertebrae spines (C2,
C3, and C4). CVM stages have been described into six stages correlating with morphological
modifications of the vertebral shapes and estimated time lapse from the mandibular growth
peak. Manual analysis is time-consuming and demanding for expert graders, which is
also prone to yield subjective results. Consequently, an automatic and reliable CVM
classification is required for efficient diagnosis. Automatic CVM stage estimation can
decrease diagnosis time and treatment cost.

In the medical field there are more challenges due to three main reasons: 1—In
comparison to popular natural image datasets such as ImageNet, the medical image
dataset’s size is too small. This problem can cause overfitting. 2—Medical images are noisy,
their boundaries are ambiguous, and ROI is located in a small part of the image. 3—The
same body organs have a variety of anatomical shapes.

We incorporate domain knowledge and attention mechanisms to solve the above
problems. Our proposed network simulates a radiologist’s diagnosis that focuses on
specific local regions when analyzing the lateral cephalometric radiographs. Radiologists
generally follow a three-staged approach when they read X-ray images: they first browse
the whole image, then concentrate on the local lesion areas, and finally combine the global
and local information to make decisions. This pattern is incorporated into the architectural
design of our network. Specifically, we first exploit a global branch to make a mask for
ROI detection. This mask is a soft attention map from the input image, and then the
created mask is multiplied with the input image in the local branch. We zoom into the most
discriminative region with a higher resolution. Then, the obtained local image is applied to
the local branch for extracting more fine-grained features for CVM classification. Finally
global and local feature maps are integrated directly into the final classification layer to
output more accurate prediction.

The main contributions of the proposed method are summarized as follows:

(1) We propose a multi-scale attention-based CNN network for CVM classification. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that an attention model has been
introduced in the field of CVM analysis.

(2) A novel spatial attention module is proposed to learn the spatial interdependencies of
features and a channel attention module is designed to model channel interdependen-
cies. They significantly improve the classification results by modeling rich contextual
dependencies over local and global features.

(3) We achieved new state-of-the-art results on our lateral cephalometric radiology
dataset.

2. Related Works

To the best of our knowledge, there are a few works on CVM classification, which
we discuss in this section in addition to introducing the methods applied to the CVM
classification.

2.1. CVM Classification Methods

Some researchers [4–7] used classical machine learning methods and hand-crafted
features for CVM analysis, while some other researchers utilized deep learning methods.

2.1.1. Classical Machine Learning Methods for CVM Stage Classification

In [4], nineteen reference points were defined on the second, third, and fourth cervical
vertebrae, and twenty different linear measurements were taken. Seven artificial intelligence
algorithms frequently used in the field of classification were selected and compared. These
algorithms are k-nearest neighbors (k-NN), Naive Bayes (NB), decision tree (Tree), artificial
neural networks (ANN), support vector machine (SVM), random forest (RF), and logistic
regression (LR) algorithms. According to the confusion matrices, decision tree: CSV1
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(97.1%)—CSV2 (90.5%), SVM: CVS3 (73.2%)—CVS4(58.5%), and KNN: CVS5 (60.9%)—CVS6
(78.7%) were the algorithms with the highest accuracy in determining cervical vertebrae
stages. The ANN algorithm was observed to have the second highest accuracy values
(93%, 89.7%, 68.8%, 55.6%, and 78%, respectively) in determining all stages except CVS5
(47.4%: third highest accuracy value). According to the average rank of the algorithms in
predicting the CSV classes, ANN was the most stable algorithm with its 2.17 average rank.

In [5], 54 extracted features from 24 points were defined on second, third, fourth, and
fifth cervical vertebrae, the 5 classical frequently used ML algorithms (artificial neural
network (ANN), logistic regression (LR), decision tree (DT), random forest (RF), and
support vector machine (SVM)) were used, and among the CVM stage classifier models,
the best result was achieved using the artificial neural network model (κ = 0.926). Among
cervical vertebrae morphology classifier models, the best result was achieved using the
logistic regression model (κ = 0.968) for the presence of concavity, and the decision tree
model (κ = 0.949) for vertebral body shapes.

2.1.2. Deep Learning Methods for CVM Stage Classification

Makaremi used a convolution deep neural network and different pre-processing filters
for CVM stage classification and achieved high accuracy [7].

Kök utilized transfer learning techniques for six different pre-trained network ar-
chitectures and compared the results. The results showed that all deep learning models
demonstrated more than 90% accuracy, with Inception-ResNet-v2 performing the best,
relatively. In addition, visualizing each deep learning model using Grad-CAM led to a
primary focus on the cervical vertebrae and surrounding structures [8].

Kim proposed a stepwise segmentation-based model that focuses on the C2–C4 regions.
They proposed three convolutional neural network-based classification models: a one-step
model with only CVM classification, a two-step model with a region of interest (ROI)
detection and CVM classification, and a three-step model with ROI detection, cervical
segmentation, and CVM classification. Our dataset contains 600 lateral cephalogram images,
comprising 6 classes with 100 images each. The three-step segmentation-based model
produced the best accuracy (62.5%) compared to the models that were not segmentation-
based [9].

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Basic Idea

The aim is a classification of lateral cephalometric images into 6 classes. Our dataset is
too small and ROI (C2, C3, and C4) are located in the small portion of images. To address
these issues, we exploit domain knowledge. The proposed framework is shown in Figure 1.
We used the multi-scale attention mechanism to highlight the important features, surpass
the irrelevant part of the image, and efficiently model long-range feature dependencies.
The attention mechanism improves both the performance and interpretability of visual
tasks, including image classification. In this work, we used spatial and channel soft
attention. Our proposed network consists of three branches. The first branch extracts global
features, and creates attention maps and related masks, the second branch uses the mask to
extract discriminate local features for classification, and the third branch fuses local and
global features. The network’s backbone is DensNet169. We used spatial and channel
attention in different backbones, and compared them with attention blocks and without
attention blocks.
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Figure 1. Overview of proposed method.

3.2. Global Branch

When the radiologist looks at the medical images, they first find the important region
of the image. Inspired by this, we first used a global branch to extract a relevant mask from
the input image.

The relevant mask multiplies to the original image to highlight the important spins
and suppress the irrelevant part of the image. In this branch, features at multiple scales
are used. Since features come at different resolutions for each level, they are upsampled
to a common resolution by employing bilinear interpolation, leading to enlarged feature
maps. Then, the feature maps from the last den’s block are all concatenated with all scales
and create a new feature map. This feature map encodes low-level detail information from
shallow layers as well as high-level semantics learned in deeper layers. Then, these feature
maps are fed to the attention block.

3.3. Attention Mechanism

We used a soft attention block that contains spatial and channel attention that focuses
on modeling position (where to pay attention) and channel feature (what to pay attention)
dependencies, respectively. There are two commonly used attention types: multiplicative
and additive attention. Although, multiplicative attention can be implemented as matrix
multiplication, therefore it is faster and memory-efficient. In this work we used an additive
attention module (Figure 2) because it has been experimentally shown to perform better for
large dimensional input features [10].
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We used the multi-scale approach that combines different semantics from different
layers, and thus considers long-range dependencies. In the classic CNN networks, pooling
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layers increase the receptive field, but remove many details. In this approach we used
four outputs of dense blocks and concatenated them with the last layer to consider both
low/middle feature maps with high-level feature maps. Furthermore, we fed each combi-
nation directly to the attention module to find the appropriate mask. While lower-level
layers focus on local representations, higher-level layers encode global representations. This
multi-scale strategy encourages attention maps generated at different layers to represent
different semantic information.

3.3.1. Channel Attention (CA)

Channel maps can be considered as class-specific responses Thus, another strategy to
enhance the feature representation of specific semantics is to improve the dependencies
between channel maps [11]. The CA will assign larger weight to channels that show high
response to salient objects and determine what to pay attention to our novel channel
attention network is depicted in Figure 3.
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The proposed channel attention module consists of two parts. The aim of CA is to
extract informative features to weight channels according to the importance of them in
a specific class. The first part of the module is a pyramid model that is used to weigh
multi-scale and multi-receptive field features. The second part captures the relationship
between channels and assigns a larger weight to channels that show a high response to
salient objects.

3.3.2. Spatial Attention

The spatial attention module highlights the important region of the image. The
proposed spatial attention module is shown in Figure 4. We applied two convolution layers,
one’s kernel is 1 × k and the other’s is k × 1, to increase receptive field and represent global
features without increasing parameters. We used a correlation matrix that represents the
relationship of features in any two positions, with similar features being able to contribute
to mutual improvement regardless of their distance in the spatial dimension. We proposed
a multi-scale attention module that contains a lot of details from low-level features and
global information from high-level feature maps.
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3.3.3. Local and Fusion Branch

The created salient mask is multiplied with the original image to highlight the salient
region and suppress the irrelevant part of image. This branch is a pre-trained Densnet169
architecture.

The fusion branch is an ensemble model that aggregates local and corresponding
global features to extract discriminative features and improve the classification accuracy.

4. Experiments
4.1. Dataset

According to Table 1, our dataset consists of 1870 grayscale X-ray images of lateral
cephalograms that were clinically acquired.

Table 1. Lateral cephalometric image dataset.

Class Name Number of Images

CVS1 199

CVS2 184

CVS3 825

CVS4 300

CVS5 200

CVS6 162

Total number 1870

4.2. Implementation Details

We employed a pretrained DensNet169 network as the backbone. The result shows
that the proposed method can represent more discriminative features, therefore the accuracy
of image classification can be increased. We implemented our method based on Pytorch.
We trained all the networks using Adam optimizer with a mini-batch of size 8, and with β1
and β2 set to 0.9 and 0.99, respectively. Most of the networks converged during the first
250 epochs. The learning rate was initially set to 0.001 and multiplied by 0.5 after 50 epochs,
without improvement on the validation set. The optimal values of these parameters were
found empirically.

In all cases, the multi-class cross-entropy between the network prediction and the
ground truth labels was employed as classification loss. The final objective function to
optimize becomes:

LTotal = α LGlobal + β LLocal + γ Lfusion

where α, β, and γ control the importance of each term in the main loss function.
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4.3. Results

We performed an ablation experiment under different settings to validate the indi-
vidual contribution of different components to the CVM stage classification performance.
Compared to the baseline (i.e., transfer learning with DensNet169), we observed that by
integrating either a spatial (SAM) or channel attention module (CAM) at each scale in the
baseline architecture, the performance improved between 3–5% in terms of accuracy and
2–4% in terms of F1 score.

The provision of salient maps helps the model to focus on target regions with high
saliency and suppress irrelevant regions, leading to higher accuracy. In the proposed
network, by using pyramid architecture, long-range feature dependencies are extracted
that represent global features efficiently.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we showed that the combination of the domain knowledge, mimicking of
radiologists’ behavior in CVM stage classification, and deep neural networks can improve
the network accuracy. In particular, we utilized a novel multi-scale soft attention module to
combine semantic information and long-range dependencies at different levels and create a
mask for useful regions. In the second branch of network for ROI selection, we do not resize
the image, and thus avoid detail information loss in ROI. To validate our approach, we
conducted experiments on our dataset and compared the results with some state-of-the-art
methods. Experiment results showed that the proposed model outperformed all previous
approaches.
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